
Chapter 402 

The contents of the will were simple, but it surprised everyone in the room. 

Not for any other reason, because inside in addition to the fact that Guan Jiming will 

continue to be in charge of the Guan Group in the future, the old man of Guan actually 

handed over the crucial 15% of Guan’s shares, as well as a number of properties and 

personal property in his own name, all to Jenny! 

Everyone was stunned, hardly believing what they were hearing. 

Jenny was also confused, not understanding Master Guan’s intentions. 

She stood up and excused herself, “Grandpa Guan, I’m not a member of the Guan 

family, and I don’t have any connection with the family, as the saying goes, no merit, it’s 

not appropriate for you to do this, I can’t take these shares and property.” 

However, before she could finish her sentence, she was interrupted by Master Guan 

raising his hand. 

“Jenny, don’t say no just yet.” 

He said, looking at her gently, and asked, “Do you remember, what year, month and day 

you were born?” 

Jenny was stunned and even more confused, but still answered honestly, “Of course I 

remember, I was born on the third day of the winter month of the year Bhai.” 

“No, wrong, you’re not on the third day of the winter month, you’re on your birthday on 

the twenty-sixth of September.” 

Jenny stayed. 

“How is this, how is this possible?” 

For some reason, a bad illusion suddenly rose up in her heart, and even the smile on her 

face became forced. 



“Grandpa Guan, don’t joke around, I remember clearly, I am Winter Moon’s birthday, I’ve 

been celebrating this birthday for more than twenty years, how could I remember it 

wrong?” 

“You’re remembering correctly, because the person who told you this birthday doesn’t 

actually know what day your real birthday is, she picked you up on this day and made it 

your birthday, so it’s not her fault, but Jenny, your real birthday is actually September 

26th.” 

Jenny Jing’s face changed. 

“What picked me up?Grandpa Kwan, I don’t understand what you’re talking about.” 

Master Guan saw Guan and passed a glance to the maid beside him, who immediately 

presented a report. 

“Originally I was going to take the secret with me into the coffin with my death, but then 

something happened that made me change my mind, and I’m running out of time, and I 

can’t hesitate or beat around the bush any longer.Take a look at this, I can guarantee 

the authenticity of the report, and if you don’t believe me, you can personally appraise 

another copy yourself, absolutely not adulterated.” 

He said, handing over the dna test report. 

Jenny watched, but didn’t pick up. 

After a long time, it was still Biden Lu standing beside her who picked it up for her and 

flipped it over. 

Jenny’s eyes followed the look over, and soon, they met Biden Lu’s affirmative gaze. 

How is this, how is this possible? 

Her face shifted dramatically as she brought the report over and looked closely at the 

data on it, her eyes finally falling on the reported percentage at the end. 



“Jenny, in fact, you are the child of little wan, these days, we have been driving around, 

have been looking but have not been able to find, little did we know that in fact you 

have already been around us. 

This matter is our fault for not finding out in time and being deceived by Clara for so 

long, now that the truth has been revealed, I hope you can accept this apology from me 

and give me a chance to make it up to you, okay?” 

Jenny Jing’s heart shook so hard that he couldn’t believe it at all when he looked at the 

number on it. 

How could she be a member of the Guan family? 

How did you pick it up? 

She clearly remembers that she grew up in the Mo family’s villa. 

When I was growing up, my mother, Mo Caiwei, treated her so well that everyone said 

they looked alike and praised her that when she grew up, she would be as beautiful as 

her mother. 

She remembers her mother holding her as a child and telling her stories about what 

happened when she was born. 

She was heartbroken for a long time then, lamenting that her mother had given birth to 

her too hard, and vowed to repay her when she grew up. 

But now someone is holding a dna report telling her that she is not Mo Caiwei’s 

biological child, she is Guan Jiwan’s child? 

Jenny only felt incredulous, Biden Lu reached over to hold her somewhat cold hand and 

whispered, “Don’t be afraid, I’m here.” 

The firm warmth coming through the back of her hand gave her some strength for the 

moment. 

She looked up at Master Guan and asked in a deep voice, “When was this found out.” 



Master Guan’s eyes flashed with a guilty conscience. 

“Not long ago!It’s the first thing Sheffield found out about, there’s a butterfly birthmark 

on your back, that one’s on both you and your mother, you can’t fake it.” 

Jenny couldn’t help but laugh. 

“So at that point, you actually knew who I was?” 

Master Kwan nodded uncomfortably. 

“Then why didn’t you say so then?And yet you have to wait until now to say it?” 

Master Kwan trailed off. 

At this time, Guan Ji Ming even explained, “Before, one, I wasn’t completely sure, and 

two, it was also in consideration of the fact that An An was hurt because of big brother 

and Clara at that time, and I was worried that you would have a problem with us 

because of this, so this is why I didn’t dare to say anything. 

Now that so much time has passed, any anger is gone, and since we’re a family, sooner 

or later we’ll have to recognize each other, so after some discussion, that’s why we 

decided to say it.” 

Master Guan also nodded frequently, and at the end of the day, looked at Jenny 

expectantly. 

“Jenny, can you forgive me for my previous mistakes and acknowledge me as your 

grandfather?” 

Jenny looked at him calmly. 

The news was so sudden that she couldn’t quite digest it for a moment. 

Therefore, there is no way to give an answer at this time. 



Master Guan seemed to see her hesitation, and although he was disappointed in his 

heart, he still managed to smile, “There’s no rush, you can take your time to think about 

it, and when you’ve thought it through, you can tell Grandfather. 

As for these things, originally a lot of them belonged to your mother, as for the rest, let’s 

just take it as a little compensation from me as a grandfather to you, don’t be in a hurry 

to refuse, think it over before you say anything.” 

He gasped violently after this speech. 

The maid was so busy that she took a box of inhaled medicine and put it on his nose, 

and he took two hard puffs of it, which eased this breath. 

Jenny Jing was silent for a moment before asking, “As you said, if my real mother is 

really Aunt Guan Jiwan, what about my father?” 

At the mention of this, Master Guan’s look stalled for a moment. 

The light under his eyes dimmed significantly. 

“I don’t know.” 

He spoke in a low voice, “What happened back then is a little complicated, I’m not sure 

of the details, if you’re interested, I’ll take you to your mother’s room when you come 

back later, maybe you can find out something about it.” 

His reply was distinctly perfunctory. 

Jenny heard it, but didn’t bother to poke at it. 

Master Guan is a person who always picks his words only to his advantage, and this was 

true for Clara before. 
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Jenny lost interest in understanding at once, finding it somewhat pointless. 



She said in a soft voice, “I’ll think about this matter, it’s getting late, Grandpa Guan 

you’re not feeling well, so get some rest early.” 

Master Kwan nodded. 

Only then did Jenny leave with Biden Lu’s group. 

It was too quiet a meeting to talk about. 

Except for a few of the Guan family’s side branches whose hearts were in shock, the few 

in the centre of the vortex were surprisingly calm. 

Master Lu and Old Mrs. Cen naturally returned to the old mansion, this matter, they are 

only a middleman, whether or not in the end Jenny recognizes the identity of the Guan 

family, it does not matter to them. 

Anyway, in their eyes, Jenny was their best granddaughter-in-law, and that was enough. 

It doesn’t matter what other identities are behind it. 

Jenny Jing, on the other hand, returned to Maple Bridge Villa with Biden Lu. 

While sitting in the car, she remained silent the entire time, looking out the window with 

an expressionless face and unable to tell if she was happy or angry. 

Biden Lu reached over and took her hand, which was slightly cold in the autumn night, 

and asked, “Is there anything you want to ask me?” 

Jenny withdrew his gaze. 

She turned to look at him, her eyes surprisingly calm. 

“You’ve actually known about this for a long time, haven’t you?” 

Biden Lu raised his eyebrows. 

There was a flash of surprise in the depths of his eyes. 



He didn’t hide it, however, and answered honestly, “I had a hunch about some of it 

before, but I didn’t get a quasi-trust, so I can only say I’m not sure.” 

“Then do you believe that I’m really Guan Jiwan’s daughter?” 

Biden Lu didn’t say anything. 

His gaze was so deep, like a whirlpool, it was trying to suck you in. 

It took a long time before he heard him say in a soft voice, “Do you know why Aunt Ji 

Wan died?” 

Jenny shook his head. 

She didn’t know much about the Kwan family. 

For Guan Jiwan, it’s even more lackluster. 

Biden Lu said in a deep voice, “She died of depression, was trapped by love, spent many 

years unable to come out of it, and finally committed suicide.” 

Jenny was in shock! 

“But didn’t the outside world say she was sick and died?” 

“That’s just a well-meaning lie.” 

Biden Lu sighed lightly, holding her hand and gently rubbing it, he said softly, “Aunt Ji 

Wan was already very sick at that time, depression tortured her whole body to the point 

of pain, the outside world only knew that she had a disease, but not what kind of 

disease she had. 

One time, during the Mid-Autumn Festival, everyone in the Guan family went out to 

watch the lantern festival, leaving Aunt Ji Wan and the servants at home, and it was on 

that night that Aunt Ji Wan couldn’t bear the pain of her illness and slit her wrists, and 

when people found out, the whole bathtub was full of blood, and the person wasn’t 

breathing, so she couldn’t be saved even if she wanted to.” 



Jenny sat there dumbfounded, hardly daring to imagine the scene. 

How much pain does a person have to be in to bring up the courage to slit their own 

wrists and choose suicide? 

She pursed her lips, feeling a little stuffy in her chest, like a heavy stone had been 

pressed against her and she couldn’t breathe. 

It took half a moment before he hissed, “Why?Why does she suffer from depression?” 

“There are several reasons.” 

Biden Lu looked at her and said in a deep voice, “She fell in love with someone back 

then, but later, for many reasons, they were forced to separate, and that person died in 

an accident.” 

Jenny shook fiercely. 

Biden Lu’s eyes became very deep, “Originally at that time, Aunt Ji Wan lost the will to 

live on, but only later accidentally found out that she was pregnant, which made her 

stronger. 

. 

Later, as you know, the child was only raised to half a year old and then lost, Aunt Ji Wan 

could not bear such a blow, mental stimulation, suffering from depression. 

The Guan family had also adopted Guan Xuefei from an orphanage in an attempt to 

lend the child to cure her, but the results were minimal. 

Within a few years, she still chose to leave.” 

Jenny Jing secretly clenched his fingers and asked again, “Who is that man?Why would 

they be forced to separate?” 

Biden Lu shook his head. 



“I don’t know, I was very young at the time, and these were all things I heard the adults 

talk about later, the other person’s identity was very mysterious, they were all so tight-

lipped they didn’t mention it much, but then one time I accidentally saw a badge left by 

my Aunt Ji Wan, and I could probably determine where that man was from.” 

Jenny was stunned. 

“From where?” 

“The Zhuge Family.” 

Jenny was ruthlessly shaken! 

She looked at Biden Lu, her pupils slightly dilated, so shocked that her mouth was even 

slightly open. 

Biden Lu added, “That badge is the Zhuge Family’s unique purple and gold flower, and 

the fact that the other party was able to leave this to Aunt Ji Wan means that it’s related 

to the Zhuge Family, but as for who it is over there, it’s still unclear for the time being, if 

you want to know, we can go check.” 

Jenny fell silent. 

Want to know? 

Of course I want to. 

After all, if she really was Guan Ji Wan’s daughter, that person might be her real father! 

But…. 

Perhaps the news was so sudden that she couldn’t quite put aside her memories so 

quickly and accept the fact that her parents were someone else. 

She was silent for a moment, then rubbed her brow tiredly. 

“Never mind, let’s not look into it for now, until I think about it.” 



Biden Lu saw the situation and reached over, holding her hand. 

“Don’t think about it too much, whatever the truth is anyway, at best it’s the last 

generation, it won’t change anything for the status quo, I’ll always be there for you.” 

Only then did Jenny pull up the corner of her lips and smile reassuringly at him. 

After she got home, she was a little tired, and she was supposed to fall asleep quickly in 

bed, but for some reason, her mind was so messed up that she couldn’t sleep. 

Master Guan’s words kept appearing in the back of his mind, stirring up the already 

chaotic thoughts. 

Biden Lu noticed her difference and embraced her from behind, asking in a low voice, 

“Still thinking about the Guan family?” 

Jenny didn’t deny it and nodded his head. 

Biden Lu sat up from the bed. 

He got off the bed, went to pour a glass of warm water and handed it to her before 

taking her back into his arms. 

“I’ll talk with you for a while, eh?” 

Jenny nodded. 

In fact, there wasn’t much she wanted to say, but her thoughts were too confused to 

sleep, so saying it out loud might even allow Biden Lu to help her sort out her thoughts, 

which would make her sleep better. 

She then voiced some of the anxieties and doubts she had in her mind. 

The entire time, Biden Lu just listened quietly, like a tree hole, and didn’t interject. 

It wasn’t until it was finished that Jenny felt much more relaxed. 



She looked up at him and smiled apologetically, “Am I thinking too much?” 

Biden Lu shook his head. 

“You’re considering all the normal things.” 

He paused for a moment before he said in a deep voice, “Grandpa Guan’s refusal to tell 

you the truth might also be due to the fact that the Zhuge Clan’s situation is 

complicated and he doesn’t want you to get mixed up in that muddy water.” 
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Jenny nodded. 

Master Guan’s good intentions, she felt it. 

No matter how she was treated before, but at least after finding out that she was the 

real lost child of Guan Ji Wan, her attitude towards her changed a lot. 

Just….. 

Her eyes deepened as she remembered K’s death. 

“Shen, no matter how complicated that Zhuge family is, I want to give it a try.” 

Biden Lu knew what she was thinking. 

Jenny has already explained everything to him, so he will know what she wants to do at 

a glance. 

The man’s eyes deepened, gathering her tighter. 

“Well, go ahead and think about it, don’t worry about anything else, I’m here.” 

Jenny laughed. 

“Good.” 



Master Guan’s health was getting worse. 

Since the night the will had been announced, he had fallen into a coma the next day. 

Doctors say several of his vital organs have completely failed, and now if it wasn’t for the 

high-tech medical treatment that is keeping him alive, he would have died. 

Jenny went to see once halfway, the old man did not wake up, lying in the hospital bed 

the whole person was so thin and pale, as if wilting overnight. 

When she came out, she met Ji-Ming Guan. 

About not expecting her to come, Guan Ji Ming was a little surprised when he saw her. 

Right after that, you just can’t stop being happy. 

“Jenny, you’re here.” 

Jenny nodded, thought for a moment, and said, “Second Uncle Guan, are you free now?I 

want to talk to you.” 

Off Ji Ming froze, looked at the time and nodded. 

“Okay, there’s a cafe downstairs, let’s go over there and talk.” 

Jenny agreed. 

So they left the hospital, went into the café downstairs, and took a window seat. 

Guan Jiming didn’t know what Jenny wanted to talk to him about, but he didn’t press 

the issue and waited quietly for her to speak. 

Jenny Jing hesitated for half a second before asking, “I want to know more about Guan 

Jiwan… my mother.” 

Guan Jiming was startled, and was simply delighted after realizing what she called him. 



Previously, they had been worried that Jenny Jing was unwilling to acknowledge his 

identity, but now it seemed that they were being nosy. 

“Well, what do you want to know?I’ll tell you.” 

Jenny thought about it and asked, “What kind of person is she?” 

At the mention of this, a gentle smile spread across Guan Ji Ming’s face. 

“She, ah, is actually a lot like you, gentle and beautiful, seemingly cold and aloof on the 

surface, but actually very affectionate and filial in her bones, very good to everyone, and 

very talented.By the way, you don’t know, do you?She used to be a painter and painted 

a lot, but then her health failed and she never painted again.” 

Jenny nodded. 

“She still has a lot of her life’s work in her room, so come home someday when you’re 

free, and I’ll show you?” 

Jenny was stunned and barely smiled. 

“Good.” 

She paused and asked, “I heard that she fell into depression because of love, so do you 

know who the man was and what they were separated for?” 

Guan Ji Ming was slightly startled, as if he hadn’t expected her to raise this question. 

He thought about it and said in a quiet voice, “By all rights, I shouldn’t be the one to 

answer that question, 

But since you’ve already asked, it’s only natural that I should tell you.” 

He said, and then he told the story of how Guan Ji Wan fell in love with someone back 

then. 



It turned out that Guan Jiwan had met the eldest son of the Zhuge family, Zhuge Yu, 

when she was studying abroad in the first place. 

The two are talented men and women, and soon fall in love at first sight. 

At that time, Guan Jiwan didn’t know his identity, and only assumed that he was the son 

of a wealthy family, after all, according to Zhuge Yu’s origin, traveled quite generously. 

The Guan Jiwan herself is the Guan family’s daughter, since childhood, brocade and jade 

food, for money and rights simply do not care, so never to think about that. 

But unsurprisingly, it didn’t take long for the news to come out that Zhuge Yu actually 

already had a fiancée that he was fingering, and that his family was even forcing him to 

go back and get married. 

Guan Ji Wan heard this and was devastated, not believing Zhuge Yu was lying to her at 

all. 

She finds Zhuge Yu and demands an explanation, but Zhuge Yu admits the truth of the 

matter and breaks up with her. 

The beloved lover, it turns out, has been cheating on himself all along and has virtually 

been a mistress himself. 

This blow to the always proud Guan Jiwan, is too big. 

She returned home glumly, and for a whole week locked herself in her room, not eating 

or drinking. 

I thought the feeling would just go away, as a traumatic experience when I was young. 

Who didn’t meet a few sc*mbags when they were young? 

It’s good to wait a long time and put it down. 

But unexpectedly, a few months later, just when Guan Jiwan had decided to put this 

man down, she met an assassination. 



At any rate, Guan Jiwan is the daughter of the Guan family, which is one of the four 

great families in China, and this is the first time she has encountered such a thing. 

Master Guan was momentarily shocked and furious, and only after a thorough 

investigation did he discover that the other party was actually a foreign power, related 

to the legendary Zijin family. 

It turns out that the assassins sent out to assassinate Guan Ji Wan were sent by Zhuge 

Yu’s fiancée who had been betrothed to him. 

Although Zhuge Yu had chosen to leave her in order to ensure Guan Ji Wan’s safety, the 

other party was still uneasy and was very jealous of her presence, choosing to kill her 

painfully. 

Unfortunately, she didn’t investigate Guan Ji Wan’s identity before she did it, and only 

thought it was just an ordinary girl. 

This incident not only angered Master Guan, but also Zhuge Yu. 

Zhuge Yu immediately decided to cancel the engagement, and despite the opposition 

of his clan, he resolutely came to China to beg for Guan Jiwan’s forgiveness. 

Guan Jiwan was originally very angry, so naturally she refused to forgive him easily. 

After all, she had been hurt the most in this affair, and it was a double whammy of 

betrayal plus deception. 

Zhuge Yu is not in a hurry, so he stays with her, and wherever she goes Zhuge Yu goes. 

Guan Jiwan was pestered to no end, and at the same time, there was actually a little bit 

of joy inside. 

After all, it’s the first person you’ve ever loved deeply, and who would be willing to give 

that up if it had to be? 

But just then, she heard the news. 



The woman herself had found her and told her a shocking story. 

In this world, no one would have thought that something so terrible could have 

happened. 

The Zhuge Family had been able to develop to this point, but previously, it had been 

thought that they were relying on the legacy of their ancestors and their strong financial 

strength. 

But after that day, Guan Jiwan only knew that the birth of a Zijin family is far from 

enough just to have financial resources. 

Each of the firstborn children of the Zikin family is chosen at birth to be their future 

mate. 

 


